
GIRL MISSING! 
The unfortunate disappearance of Francis Brandywine on a late summer night 

under the starless sky in Quetico Adventure Park by the border of Minnesota 

and Canada has struck many rumours about the Camp Site Owner who wishes 

to not be named. The campsite is known for its wide range of wild animals 

which roam the park, late in the evenings and its deep lake which had water so 

pristine you could drink straight from it. The deep part of this particular lake 

also was rumoured to reach down to 300ft. It is believed she had taken out the 

boat onto the river late at night. No-one knows what happened but there were 

many frantic scribbles in her diary and a note at the end which seemed to be 

written in a muddy finger. The two ores and the lantern which were in the 

boat the previous night were gone.  

 

Her diary was thoroughly searched by experts, but no clues were found except 

for the words ‘bang’ ‘knock, knock’ and the words written in the muddy finger 

‘I DID KNOCK FIRST’. The rest was just frantic scribbles filling the page 

with ink and tears on the corner of the pages. The boat was found at shore 

next to the rickety bridge built out to it. The seats were ripped apart and the 

rim on top had looked like it had been slashed with a knife. The only remains 

were the diary. 

 

Her parents were reported saying “I am so heartbroken yet confused how this 

has happened. This campsite needs to introduce more safety measures, or I am 

suing”              

The police reassuringly quoted “We are in deep sorrow for the parents and 

family of Francis but we are confused as most other people at how this has 

happened as the suspect has left no clues behind but we are sure we have this 

under control” 

 

If any information is found or Brandywine                   

is spotted please do call 071-FRA-NCIS. 
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